
We engage in the professional
representation of leading
manufacturers of network,
communication, security, and
power related products.
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Belden designs and manufactures
high-speed electronic cables and
connectivity. Providing end to end 

Mohawk Cable develops and
produces wire and cable products 

Fluke Networks is a worldwide
leader in certification, trouble-

NetSource, Inc. is a custom copper & fiber
optic cable assembly house that focuses on
quick turn-around times. NetSource strives
to provide a mixture of  standard and custom

JMA Wireless designs and builds next
generation in-building and outdoor
mobile wireless systems, delivering the
industry's most powerful technologies 

Biamp's lineup features  next
generation Cambridge Sound Masking
t

CoreSync POE lighting and 
 Intelligent building solution 

SureCall delivers reliable cell
signal , fastest data speeds and

Circa Telecom offers indoor/outdoor
building entrance terminals, central
office connectors, various surge 

Guardian Telecom is a
leader in the design,  

solutions including copper, fiber, and connectivity for
date networking markets, cables for video sound and
security, as well we industrial automation.

including copper, LAN, composite, fiber optic, and
broadcast. It serves government, healthcare, finance,
broadcasting, data centers, real estate, and education
markets. 

shooting, and installation tools for professionals who
install and maintain critical network cabling
infrastructure, including installing advanced data
centers to restoring telephone service after a disaster. 

products which compliment a constantly evolving
workplace environment.

that enable LTE, 5G, and CBRS services on mobile
operator networks worldwide. 

echnologies, which help reduce offie noise distractions,
ensuring speech privacy, and boost staff productivity, as
well as Vocia, the most reliable Voice Communication
System available.

enables companies to make their facilities smart in the
ways that matter. A wide range of OEM, compatible
devices and a powerful API enables a range of options,
while a PoE infrastructure provides security and
reliability.

better call clarity on all North American cell carriers
inside any building. Scalable and purpose-built boosters
improve cellular connectivity inside offices, schools,
healthcare facilities, factories and spaces up to 5,000
square feet. 

protection modules, outdoor cabinets, high density
protection & category 5 devices, and 5 pin testers.

manufacture, and global distribution of ruggedized
telephone endpoints, paging equipment and systems,
custom cable, and acoustic booths for use in non-
hazardous & hazardous heavy industrial markets.
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